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The Super Blood Moon and the Return

Jewish people in Europe and the Americas is to come
home to Israel in fulfillment of Biblical prophecy.

have been writing and preaching about the coming return of the Jewish people living in the West (America and Europe) back to Israel. I
wrote my first article about it called “The Second Exodus” which
then became a series of three articles predicting a time of great distress to come upon the Jewish people living in the West. We have
entered a time of increased anti-Semitism where anti-Semitic hate
crimes are up dramatically. Twenty years ago I predicted a time of
distress and tribulation, but I also pointed out that such a time
would mean distress and trouble for Christians too! For example,
after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, a realtor friend in Baltimore told me
that thousands of New Yorkers, both Jews and non-Jews alike, were
leaving because of the terrorism. Today, hundreds
of thousands of Americans are now leaving cities
like Los Angeles, New York City, Boston, Baltimore, Chicago, and other cites because of the high
cost of living, failing economies and shut-downs
due to Covid-19 restrictions where many people
have been literally ordered to remain at home by
authorities. In addition, there is
increased crime due to defunding
the police. In California rapists,
child molesters and murderers
are being let out of prison. People who live in these places are
scared and they are leaving by
the tens of thousands! Others are
also leaving due to the lawlessness caused by unchecked Antifa
and BLM riots while police stand by helpless. Some are simply leaving these cities due to natural disasters (wild fires, hurricanes, etc.).
Still others are leaving due to the increasing high taxes levied on the
residence of these cities in. Recently it was reported that two prominent NY billionaires had moved to Palm Beach, Florida. Likewise
California will no longer collect taxes from Elon Musk, the richest
man in the world or his company Tesla since he has moved to Texas.
Many other wealthy people and corporations are doing the same
thing. The moving of people out of the cities is the beginning of
Aliya, and exodus from the cities is the impetus God is using for
Jewish people to consider Israel their real home.

Exodus is happening now:
Since the beginning of our ministry twenty years ago I

There is also a major population redistribution going on. In 2019 I
heard one Maryland politician say that illegal immigrants from south

On January 20, 2019 there was a “Super Blood Moon”
in the heavens above the earth; that Super Blood Moon
was visible in the USA, but not in Israel. In Genesis 1:14,
God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the heav-

ens to separate the day from the night, and let them be
for signs and for seasons and for days and years…God
made the two great lights, the greater light to govern the
day, and the lesser light to govern the night; He made the
stars also.” Gen 1:14, 16. I wrote this article two years
ago on January 20th, not realizing the prophetic significance of the day of the Super Blood Moon. I do not believe in coincidences and the
date being the same month and
day as Joe Biden’s inauguration
was not lost on me.
In January 2019 a rabbi in Israel
prophesied about the Super
Blood Moon of January 20,
2019. The blood moon was
visible over North and South
America as well as Western Europe, but not Israel, and is
known as a sign of the “Increasing of swords” (war),
according to the Talmud (Sukkah 29a). This is a
common understanding to both Jewish and Christian
interpretations of a blood moon. Since the Super
Blood Moon was visible only in the West, Rabbi
Yekutiel Fish, a non-believer who studies Old Testament prophecy, was predicting a time of war and tragedy
for western nations (including the USA). In an article
published by Breaking Israel News, Rabbi Fish stated,

“Western nations are about to enter an extremely challenging era. “There will be great tragedies that will bring
down governments and great human suffering…for the
Jews who are still in the exile, the only way they can
avoid tragedy is by coming to Israel.”1. His message to
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of the border were welcome in Maryland because American
citizens have left the state and they needed workers to build a
better tax base. Currently, Joe Biden is trying to change border
laws that will let in people without any vetting, including those
infected with Covid-19, as well as sex traffickers, drug mules,
gang bangers; you name it. Speculation is also that illegal immigrants will be given rights to vote regardless of citizenship.
God is using all the above reasons to get Jewish people to come
home to Israel, and I believe He is calling many non-Jewish
believers too!
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-Trump rallies where I recall seeing news footage of protestors wearing masks and beating Trump supporters with clubs and spraying
them with pepper spray. In one headline, they cornered a poor
woman who was just trying to leave a Trump rally, but she found
herself pelted with eggs, and threatened as the police just stood by
and watched. (This paragraph was written in 2019, but sounds like
last summer).

If you are a Bible-believing, Church/Synagogue attending, Pro-Life
supporter, a believer in a traditional marriage between a man and a
woman, and if you believe in the Constitution, the right to bear
Who is a real terrorist? Persecution is happening.
arms, the right to free speech, a supporter of immigration control
There were numerous Islamist terror
with a border wall/fence, then you
“Seditious libel is the doctrine that ourished in England
attacks here in the U.S. during the
have been labeled a racist, a Nazi, worObama/Biden years (Ft. Hood, San during and after the Star Chamber. It is the hallmark of closed thy of being eliminated (killed), and
Bernardino massacre, Washington societies throughout the world. Under it, criticism of govern- having no rights to your property or
ment is viewed as defamation and punished as a crime.”
D.C. naval yard shooting, military
wealth by the left. White males have
Harry Kalven
recruiting center shooting in Chattabeen labeled as “toxic white males”,
nooga, and the Boston Bombers to
and now they call us privileged white
name a few). However, now it seems as though they are trying males. According to those on the far left, there is no place for
to make anybody who speaks out against the left into a “privileged middle age and older white males” Jewish, or not. So
“domestic terrorist”. Social media accounts are being canceled what do they plan to do to us? There are some seven thousand soland officials are investigating people who happened to be in diers in Washington D.C. for no reason but to intimidate you and I.
Washington D.C. on January 6th, whether they did anything During Biden’s campaign and again last week they said that they
or not. All of this is happening after months of murderous intend to go after American’s guns. First they will require registrariots beginning in Minneapolis then spreading to Philly, NYC, tion and then they plan to tax the owners hundreds of dollars per
Seattle, Portland, Atlanta, Los Angeles and more. Protests gun. They intend to ban semi-automatic rifles and probably some
quickly turned into violent riots, burning and pillaging every- pistols like they tried to do in Virginia. I dread to see the massive
thing in sight starting with the police station, then the small bloodshed between Americans, however I fear that is exactly what
mom and pop shops to corner groceries, Target, Wendy’s, and the left wants; they want a fight. By the way, if America is the nation
Macy’s. Remember the walled city of “Chop” (or Chaz) in in Daniel 8 who takes out Iran, then consider that it could still hapSeattle that was run by thugs with guns, where women were pen with Trump in 2025. Many prophets predicted he would
raped, people were murdered and nobody was prosecuted? Ap- serve two terms which means it is possible that he could still be reparently it’s ok to rape, kill, steal, beat up people, tear down elected for another term.
statues, without consequence when you’re on the radical left,
but even mention it on the right and they call you a racist, Why am I telling you this? Because God is calling the Jewish people
white supremacist, and a domestic terrorist. All this one sided back to Israel in accordance with Biblical prophecy. Life will have
justice has caused the greatest divide in America since the Civil to change dramatically here in the U.S. for Jews or Christians to
want to move to Israel, the land of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, King DaRights movement that I was born into in 1966.
vid, the Prophets and Yeshua; as well as the land of 50% income tax
and 100% sales tax. Yes, life will have to get pretty rough here in
The great divide amongst Americans:
We now have a lopsided justice that lets the left do as they the U.S.A. to make that happen.
please, calling those on the right “Smelly Walmart shopping,
Return of the Jews to Israel:
Deplorable, Bible thumping, Gun toting White Supremacist
Bible teachers and theologians marvel at the rebirth of the nation of
Nazis” (even if we are Black or Jewish, Lol). Is it their goal to
Israel and the return of many Jews during the last century. Many
dehumanize anybody that so much as disagrees with them? Ask
say God has fulfilled this prophecy, but did you know that the Bible
Gina Acrano from the Star Wars TV series, who was fired for
says God will gather every Jew back to Israel? I have a question for
speaking out against the Covid-19 vaccine as well as governyou: If God already fulfilled His promise to bring the Jewish people
ment overreach. By the way, have you tripled up on your masks
back to Israel, then why are there still nearly seven million Jews livyet? Who needs to breath anyway. So bothersome.
ing in the USA alone (self-included)? What are we still doing here if
the prophecy has been fulfilled? We Jews call our return to Israel
The silencing of conservatives and libel labeling is the beginfrom the nations “Aliyah”. Let me share with you God’s word on
ning of persecution, and could lead to greater violence in the
this. Here is a verse promising to take us all home to Israel: (Ezekiel
USA. The left protested, spoke words of violence and hate for
39:23-29) “The nations will know that the house of Israel went
four years against Trump and Trump supporters, but were nevinto exile for their iniquity …. Therefore thus says the Lord God,
er called Nazis or prosecuted. Violent protests have been going
Now I shall restore the fortunes of Jacob and have mercy on the
on since before President Trump’s inauguration, starting at pro
whole house of Israel; and I shall be jealous for My Holy name. …..
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When I bring them back from the peoples and gather them
from the lands of their enemies then I shall be sanctified
through them in the sight of the many nations. Then they will
know that I am the Lord their God because I made them go
into exile among the nations, and then gathered them again to
their own land; and I will leave none of them there any longer. For I shall have poured out My Spirit on the house of
Israel, declares the Lord God,”. Jeremiah 31:10 says, “Hear
the Word of the Lord O nations and declare it in the isles
afar off, and say, He who scattered Israel will gather him, and
keep him as a shepherd does His flock.” That is exactly what
I’m declaring to you “from afar off”, and I have been declaring it since the day I began this ministry !
Friend, there is coming such a fantastic Exodus (Aliyah) of
the Jews from the West that Jeremiah spoke of it as an epic
historic event. (Jeremiah 16:14-16) “Therefore behold the

days are coming says the Lord, that it shall no more be said,
The Lord lives who brought up the children of Israel from
the land of Egypt, but, the Lord lives who brought up the
children of Israel from the land of the North (Russia) and
from all the lands where He had driven them. For I will bring
them back into their land which I gave to their fathers. Behold I will send for many fishermen, says the Lord, and they
shall fish for them; and afterward I will send for
many hunters, and they shall hunt them from every
mountain and every hill, and out of the holes of
the rocks”. In Hosea11:8-11 the prophet wrote,
“They (the Jews) will walk after the Lord, He will
roar like a lion; indeed He will roar and His sons
will come trembling from the west… And I will
settle them in their houses, declares the Lord.”
Hallelujah!
In prophetic scripture, Jacob
is one of God’s affectionate
names for the Jewish people
referring to the twelve tribes.
The prophet Isaiah wrote of
Aliyah saying to Jacob,
(Isaiah 43:5-7) “Do not fear,

for I am with you; I will
bring your offspring from the
east, and gather you from the west. I will say to the north give
them up! And to the south, do not hold them back. Bring
My sons from afar and My daughters from the ends of the
earth, Everyone who is called by My name, and whom I have
created for My glory”. When I was a boy, the Jewish community used to have annual phone-a-thons to raise money to buy
Jewish people freedom from the Soviet Union. Every $1,000
we raised would pay for the release of one Jew… How sick is
that? I remember making calls for several years.
What about Christians?
If you read 1Corinthians 10, Paul said Moses is our pattern
for those of us upon whom the ends of the age have come.
Why Moses? Because God operates in patterns (Exodus
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25:40) “See to it that you make them after the pattern for them,
which was shown to you on the mountain.” God was referring to the
pattern of the Tabernacle, but God also spoke of patterns in Acts
7:44 and Hebrews 8:5. In Exodus 12:38 we are told, “A mixed multitude also went up with them, along with flocks and herds.” These
were the Gentiles who joined with the Israelites and left Egypt! This
will surely happen again. How you say? God will make a way; only
believe and obey. Many Christians will return to Israel along with
Messianic Jews! Why, you may ask? Because returning to Israel fits
the pattern. Furthermore, who would want to stay in a country where
portraits of Christopher Columbus are covered up or destroyed, statues of founding fathers are being removed and history is being revised, just like it was in Nazi Germany. Who would want to live in a
country without a free press, or a press that only presents one point
of view? Who wants to live in a country without free speech, without
freedom of religion or constitutional rights? Who wants to live in a
country where your hard earned money goes to pay welfare for people
who don’t want to work and for better benefits to illegal aliens than
U.S. citizens get? Who wants a country where you are demonized,
threatened and even shot (Congressman Steve Scalise) for having conservative values?
So, What About the Super Blood Moon?
There were four blood moons called a tetrad between 2014-15 that
occurred on the Biblical holidays of Passover and
Sukkot during both of those years. In Luke 21:27,
Yeshua/Jesus said, “There will be signs in sun

and moon and stars, and on the earth dismay
among nations, in perplexity at the roaring of the
sea and the waves, men fainting from expectation
of the things which are coming upon the world;
for the power of the heavens will be shaken. Then
they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud
with power and great glory.” Friends, the most
important thing that happened Sunday, January 20,
2019, was not the AFC-NFC football championship, (although I am a fan) and it was not about the
hate spewed against President Trump in the media.
The most important thing on that day was the blood
moon. It was a “super-moon”, meaning that the
moon appeared larger since it was as close to the
earth as it can get, and it was also a total lunar
eclipse. But more importantly, for certain, it was a
sign to us! A sign of war, a sign of persecution; a sign of great trouble economically and otherwise for the West, including America,
because the eclipse was only visible in the West. God told us that He
gave us such things for signs, and the rabbis have been interpreting
them correctly for centuries.
The Sign of the Blood Moon:
I began this article quoting a traditional Jewish rabbi in Israel who
was warning of war, trouble in the West, and warning the Jewish people to make Aliyah back to Israel. The Prophet Joel wrote, “The sun

will be turned into darkness and the moon into blood before the
great and awesome day of the Lord comes,” Joel 2:31. Notice that
the Bible makes reference to a blood moon that takes place when the
Continued... page 4

sun is darkened. All other blood moons are signs of a final one, the real thing. When the sun is darkened and the moon turns to blood red,
the only light that could possibly turn the moon red is the glory of the Lord coming from behind the earth and His light causing that great
prophetic blood moon sign of His return! There are many scriptures that make reference to a blood moon and the sun being darkened,
even to the moon being darkened before the Lord comes (Isaiah 13:10, 34:4, Joel 2:10, 3:15,Matthew 24:29, Mark 13:24, Luke 21:25,
Revelation 6:12).
Conclusion:
I have been preaching Aliyah and the return of the Jewish people to Israel from the nations, and particularly the West, for twenty years!
Finally, I am starting to see Rabbis in Israel who don’t believe in Jesus (yet), beginning to preach it too and it’s making the news! The
Blood Moons are signs from the Lord, [1]. That He is preparing to come back soon. [2]. That the Jewish people, and many Christians too,
must return to Israel before He does come back. [3]. That the Great and terrible Day of the Lord, judgment, is coming upon the nations,
not just Israel (see Isaiah 13:10, Isaiah 34 followed by Isaiah 35, the restoration of Israel. Joel 2 followed by Joel 3, again judgment of the
nations followed by the restoration of Israel). What we see is a clear pattern in scripture of judgment of the nations, just as Rabbi Fish said,
followed by the return of the Jewish people to Israel and the restoration of the Jewish people. Romans 11:11-12 says when the fullness of
the Jews comes, “it will be greater riches for the Gentiles”.
Lastly, the Blood Moon signs are a call for the Jewish people to return to Israel, becuase Aliyah from the West is a precursor, a forerunner,
to the final Blood Moon. (Matthew 24:29-31) “But immediately after those days the Sun will be darkened and the moon will not give its

light, and the stars will fall from the sky, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. And then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in
the sky and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds with power and great glory.
And He will send forth His angels with a great shofar (trumpet) and they will gather His elect from the four winds, from one end of the
sky to the other.” Aliyah is a prophetic act and forerunner to the spiritual catching up in the clouds to meet the Lord when He returns at
the final Blood Moon! God always has a forerunner: Moses and Joshua, Elijah and Elisha, John the Baptist and Yeshua, (etc.). But when the
real Final Blood Moon comes, God Himself will gather all His people up to the clouds (1 Thessalonians 4:13-16). This will be the great
catching away, and our reunion with the Lord in the clouds!
What will you do? Will you sit silently like the German and Polish Christians did as their Jewish neighbors were dragged off to the death
camps? Or will you speak out and act like Bonhoeffer, Schindler, Ten Boom, and perhaps a few hundred other brave souls who stood up to
evil? Would you take a Jewish family in at the risk of your own family’s lives? What would Jesus do? If you wish to be a part of the mixed
multitude, and participate in this great Aliyah, I invite you to connect with us. Come, participate, volunteer, pray, and support your local
Messianic Jewish community. God will bless you.
Shalom,
Rabbi Joe and Dawn
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